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Tender No: KKNPP/3&4/CMM/TPT/34334 
Section C5 

Item 9:Implementation Specifications for migration of Mail and 
Application server 

The solution shall meet the following features: 

1. The new and proposed system must be migrated to the new email (Qmail) from the existing email 
(Qmail) system. All the old emails have to migrated to the new system 

2. The new and proposed system must have the ability to achieve and restore individual email boxes 
and even individual emails in a user box 

3. The new and proposed system must store the user email boxes and user’s email into the storage 
for 30 days 

4. The implementation should include of migrating the application form existing server to new 
servers with installation of Hyper-V’s on the servers 

5. The Implementation should include the migration of existing application from the old server to 
the new and proposed servers 

6. The Implementation should include the migration of existing databases from the old server to the 
new and proposed server 

7. The Implementation should include the migration of old files from the existing server to new and 
proposed storage 

8. All the data has to be backed up Tape Library after 30th day 
9. A few applications can be merged to form a Hyper-V as per the virtualization. The workload of 

the applications should also be considered. 
10. The storage considered for the solution as per Annexure shall be a storage repository not only for 

the email storage and applications but also for the existing File server (The existing file servers 
has a NAS storage too) and for the user’s data. 

11. Implementation and migration should not affect any current performance of applications. 
12. The supply of the materials shall adhere to specifications of Annexures 
13. The backup design proposed shall replace the existing backup strategy, techniques and 

infrastructure hardware excluding network components.  
14. The backup design shall have the storage server for retention of the backup data for a short 

duration i.e. 1 month. The data shall be archived in tapes automatically. 
15. The backup solution shall have fully automated backup and restoration process, Easy Restoration 

of single email, single user emails, Files / Databases, and support Granular Recovery 
16. The backup solution shall be configured with high reliable features like de-duplication on file 

level, thin provisioning, regular snapshots, management & monitoring features etc. 
17. The restoration should be possible from both storage server and tape library. 
18. The restoration shall be for the backed-up data only. The solution shall however support the 

expansion for bare metal recovery also in the future 
19. The restoration time shall not be longer than a day. The RTO and RPO however shall be 

discussed while implementing the solution. 
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20. The restoration shall be made possible for the full backups available and the latest 
incremental/differential backups available. 

 

Item 10: Web Application for Monitoring of QMail Server and 
Qmail flow 

The solution shall meet the following features: 

1. The new and proposed web applicationmust have Per-user Service Control which means Just one 
click to enable or disable mail services for mail user: POP3, IMAP, SMTP, mail forwarding, and 
BCC. 

2. The new and proposed web application must Log Admin Activities - logs normal admin 
activities, such as account creation, activation, removal, password change, and more. 

3. The new and proposed web application must have the features of web application for managing a 
Qmail system. It provides admin interface for adding/deleting users, Aliases, Forwards, Mailing 
lists and Autoresponders. 

4. The new and proposed web application must have the facility to uses qmail’s excellent and 
extensive logging via any of the installed Qmail log system (multilog, tcpserver and Qmail-send). 
It takes the pop3 smtp and Qmail transaction logs and sends them to multiple different graphs, 
each graph with multiple historical time series. 


